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INTRODUCTION

The enzyme cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI) gene is an
effective tool to identify and detect unknown organisms, and
are known as DNA barcoding gene. By the use of DNA
barcoding gene, many organisms on taxonomically critical
and evolutionary importance can be solved. It is widely
applied in insect science. The utility of DNA barcoding for
these purposes is subject to dispute in insects and these
structure can have about 650 bp. Molecular identification
and phylogeny using species identification genetic markers
by using COI gene is regarded as efficient and their main
advantage of DNA barcoding is the rapid acquisition of
molecular data (Monaghan et al., 2005). However, we used
DNA barcoding gene to study the phylogenetic relationship
of the black fly species.

Black flies represent a small and tiny insect of the family
Simuliidae in nematocerous Diptera. Larvae play a vital role
in stream ecosystem and they consider as good water quality
indicators (Dinakaran and Anbalagan, 2007; Figuerio et al.,
2012). Most species of the adult female black flies bite humans,
birds and other animals due to their need of blood for full egg
development (Hernandez-Triana et al., 2017) and other
species are non-biting, they feed nectars. Simuliids are known
vector for the parasitic disease of onchocerciasis (river
blindness), which is responsible for transmitting parasitic
nematode Onchocerca volvulus (Colebunders et al., 2014;
Anbalagan et al., 2017). In India, black flies are represented
by 88 species (74 named and 14 unnamed) in 6 subgenera

(Eusimulium, Gomphostilbia, Montisimulium, Nevermannia,
Simulium and Wilhelmia). The subgenus Gomphostilbia had
22 species (20 named and 2 unnamed) in India (Adler 2020).
Of these, 10 species are found in peninsular India.

The fauna of black fly is well known in India and identification
of species is still difficult, need expertise for exact identification.
To overcome this problem, DNA barcoding method is an
excellent tool for identification of species (Ruiz-Arrondo et
al., 2018). The success of DNA barcoding using cytochrome
oxidase subunit I (COI) gene for temperate organisms might
not be reproduced in tropical areas because greater diversity
and phylogeographic structure of the taxa (Moritz and Cicero
2004). Therefore,  the efficiency of DNA barcoding gene for
differentiating morphospecies and cytoforms of species
complexes has been examined and also the phylogenetic
relationships of seven species in the subgenus Gomphostilbia
in Peninsular India by comparing phylogenetic trees with
existing phylogenies have been investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Taxa sampling
In the type of locality of each described species, larvae and
pupae were collected manually from stream substrates (leaf
litter, boulders and pebbles) by using a fine brush and forceps
(Anbalagan et al., 2012; Anbalagan et al., 2018). The mature
pupae were separated and placed on wet filter paper in a
small plastic container for rearing purpose. Then, this same
set up was maintained up to adult emergence (Anbalagan et
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al., 2014). The collected specimens were preserved separately
in the field by using 99% ethanol. After identification of species,
the respective vial containing the larvae were considered for
molecular studies. From the vial, two to ten mature larvae
taken from the respective species and went for DNA barcoding
studies.
PCR amplification
Total genomic DNA was extracted from individual larvae from
each species according to the manufacture’s protocol for the
QIAamp genomic DNA isolation kit (QIAGEN, Germany). The
extracted genomic DNA was quantified by a
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan) at 260/280 nm. The
mitochondrial protein coding gene of cytochrome c oxidase
subunit I (COI) was amplified by polymerase chain reaction
according to Anbalagan et al. (2015). The amplified PCR
products were identified by electrophoresis, using a 1% agarose
gel followed by purified, and sequenced. Sequence
alignments were performed using the Clustal W v.1.82software
(Thompson et al., 1994). The sequences of seven species
have been deposited in the GenBank database. In addition,
sequences deposited in GenBank, which related members of
Gomphostilbia were included as outgroups (Table 1).
Data analyses
A total of 28 COI sequences of Simulium (black flies) were
selected for this study. Sequences of Simulium species of Indian
sub-continent peninsula and some species from South Asian
countries were selected for this study. Extensive and core
sequence analysis tools of BOLD system  was used to analyze
and calculate both intraspecific and interspecific genetic
divergence values based on the Kimura 2-parameter (K2P)
model.  All species barcodes option was used to test the
frequency of successful identification of sequence for
taxonomical study in the Java applet enabled program
TaxonDNA v1.0 (Meier et al., 2006).  The unraveled diversity
in simulium black flies were analyzed using methods, that
designated operational taxonomic units based on the refined
single-linkage algorithm called the Barcode Index Number
System (BINs) (Ratnasingham and Hebert, 2013) in BOLD, this
system automatically assigns COI sequences into the BIN
numbers. Neighbor-joining (NJ), maximum likelihood (ML) and
Bayesian (BA) methods were used to establish the close
evolutionary relationship between close haplotypes. All
phylogentic analyses were implemented in MEGA X (Tamura
et al., 2013). Inter branch tree support was used to calculate
the initial tree optimization using the bootstrapping method
with 1,000 replicates. Node support was calculated using
approximate likelihood ratio tests (Anisimova and Gascuel,
2006). Mega X (Kumar et al., 2018) was used to select the best-
fit DNA substitution model for the ML analysis based on the
Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). The best-fit model was the Tamura and Nei
(TrN) model with a proportion of invariable sites of 0.1501
and with a gamma distribution of 0.2705 (Huelsenbeck and
Ronquist, 2001).

RESULTS  AND DISCUSSION

Genetic variation between Peninsular Indian members
Of 20 named species of Gomphostilbia in India, a total of

seven South Indian described species was taken for the present
study. The intra-specific specific variation was found to be
null as there was no same species duplication or strain repletion
was taken for this study. The variation of this range is due to
the haplotypic and genetic variation among members of
Gomphostilbia. The interspecies species distance shared
between species is 73%. This range of distancing serves as
the middle ground for all the species similarity index. The less
diverse species falls under the range of 0.5% to 1.0%, which
consists of S. (G.) takaokai and S. (G.) panagudiense with their
interspecific distance of 0.64%. The highest match occurred
between S. (G.) panagudiense, S. (G.) kottoorense and S. (G.)
krishnani with interspecific distance of 78.1%. The results
prove the interspecific diverse distances of seven selected
species of Indian subcontinent. Further, S. (G.) takaokai and
S. (G.) krishnani are two diverse species which has diversified
later among the species of Gomphostilbia members of the
Peninsular India.

Genetic variation between members of South Asia
A total of 28 outgroup taxa including seven Indian species
was taken for the phylogenetic analysis (Table 1.). The intra-
specific specific variation was found to be null as there was no
same species duplication or strain repletion was taken for this
study. On the other hand, interspecific species variation was
found to be 24.33% and 44.17% with a cumulative score of
76.45. The extreme pairwise sequence distance showed a
result of S. (G.) krishnani and S. (G.) johorense at highly distant
with a score of 68.65 which indicates the close dissimilarity
between the species. S. (G.) panagudiense and S. (G.) takaokai
were the highly conserved and with least distant species in the
cluster, with a score of 0.64. Results of the cluster with maximum
number of specific hits per cluster using the Bayesian and

Table 1: Indian and out group taxa of the subgenus Gomphostilbia
Species Accession no. Country
Simulium agasthyamalaiense MG757145 India
Simulium angulistylum MF476247 Malaysia, Thailand
Simulium asakoae MF101846 Malaysia, Burma,

China, Thailand,
Vietnam

Simulium atratum MF476249 Indonesia
Simulium cheongi MN514678 Malaysia, Indonesia,

Thailand
Simulium chiangdaoense LC472509 Thailand
Simulium chiangraiense MF968964 Thailand
Simulium decuplum MF968961 Malaysia, Burma, India
Simulium dinakarani MG700551 India
Simulium duolongum MK015718 Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam
Simulium gombakense MG958564 Malaysia, Burma, Thailand
Simulium huaikaeoense MF968958 Thailand
Simulium johorense KY751930 Malaysia
Simulium khaokhoense MF968969 Thailand
Simulium kottoorense KP223707 India
Simulium krishnani MG700552 India
Simulium maeklangense MF968967 Thailand
Simulium maleewongae MG958584 Thailand
Simulium myanmarense MF101842 Burma, Thailand
Simulium paiense MG958580 Thailand
Simulium pamiangense MF968953 Thailand
Simulium panagudiense KP031495 India
Simulium peteri KM977779 India
Simulium rampae LC472508 Thailand
Simulium takaokai KM985984 India
Simulium thuathienense MG958582 Vietnam, Thailand
Simulium whartoni MF476257 Malaysia, Indonesia
Simulium yvonneae MH899077 Vietnam
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Kimkura -2- model algorithms. The maximum number of
species fall under the distance score range of 75%, ensuring
that all the barcodes rightly belong to the Gomphostilbia. The
other clusters are two extremes categories of highly distant
and least distant species of the categories.

The highly distant clusters consist of S. (G.) cheongi and S. (G.)
chiangdaoense with an interspecific distance of 78.52%. S.
(G.) decuplum, S. (G.) huaikaeoense, S. (G.) pamiangense and
S. (G.) peteri with an interspecific distance of 78.71%. The
highly distant cluster clearly showcases the region specific
species variations. All the highly distant species represent,
different prominent species of Thailand, Malaysia and India.
S. (G.) cheongi and S. (G.) chiangdaoense represent Malaysian
and Thailand species diversity. S. (G.) decuplum, S. (G.)
huaikaeoense, S. (G.) pamiangense and S. (G.) peteri defines
the species variation between Indian sub-continent and south
east Asian countries. The closely related species cluster
represented a total of four species with two species representing
each from Thailand and India.

S. (G.) panagudiense and S. (G.) takaokai from India with an
inter species distance of 0.6421%. S. (G.) huaikaeoense and
S. (G.) pamiangense from Thailand with inter species distance
of 0.9901%. These four species are highly conserved and
appear at two distant ends of the clads representing their highly
conserved nature and their geographical diversity. The pair-
wise sequence representation results also correlated with the
phylogenetic analysis of all the 28 species from various regions
of India and South East Asia. The phylogenetic trees which
were constructed based on the different algorithms clearly
indicated the species variation among the countries and its
similarities between geographical locations.

The rooted Neighbor joining tree, ML tree and Bayesian tree
(Figs. 1, 2 & 3) also represented the common clad to be arising
from Gomphostilbia members of India and diverging to the
other South-east Asian countries species. Comparing the
species similarities among the Indian members of
Gomphostilbia revealed the highly similar and highly
conserved pattern of divergence. On the contrary, when
compared with South-East Asian species the conservation was
highly reduced and the geographic divergence was widely
observed. Thus our study emphasizes the DNA barcode
similarities and species divergence among Indian and South
East Asian countries species.

Simulium (Gomphostilbia) Enderlein, the third largest in the
genus Simulium Latreille s. l., is one of the two most abundant
and diverse subgenera in the Oriental Region (Takaoka, 2012),
where about 10% of total species have been recorded in India.
The subgenus Gomphostilbia was first defined morpho-
taxonomically by Crosskey (1967), and its definition has been
modified by various black fly taxonomists (Datta, 1973; Davies
and Gyorkos 1987; Takaoka and Davies, 1996). The subgenus
Gomphostilbia is characterized by the combination of the
haired katepisternum and the bare pleural membrane of the
adult thorax, by which it was easily distinguished from the
related subgenera Hebridosimulium, Inseliellum, Morops,
Nevermannia and Simulium.

The highest similarity occurred between S. (G.) panagudiense,
S. (G.) kottoorense and S. (G.) krishnani with interspecific

Figure 3:Bayesian tree for cytochrome oxidase I (COI) sequences of
28 species of Simulium black flies and members of their species-
groups in Indian subcontinent and South Asian countries.
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Figure 1:Neighbor joining tree for cytochrome oxidase I (COI)
sequences of 28 species of Simulium black flies and members of
their species-groups in Indian subcontinent and South Asian
countries.

Figure 2:Maximum Likelihood tree for cytochrome oxidase I (COI)
sequences of 28 species of Simulium black flies and members of
their species-groups in Indian subcontinent and South Asian
countries.
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distance of 78.1%. Of seven species selected, the above three
species are related each other. The morphological characters
of these three species revealed the similar outcome that
characters like stalk of ventral paired filaments in pupae and
abdominal segments without dorsal pair of conical
protuberances shared the common characters. The less
similarity found between S. (G.) takaokai and S. (G.) krishnani,
it may have spatial heterogeneity.

However, inter-specific variation between species is related
with spatial factor, which may determine the diversity of genes
of Gomphostilbia species

The fauna of tropical regions have generally greater
biodiversity, compared with temperate regions (Moritz and
Cicero 2004). Numerous hypotheses have been projected to
elucidate this latitudinal gradient (Willig et al., 2003) at the
genetic level, as faster rates of molecular evolution in the tropics
(Wright et al., 2006). The present study shows that latitudinal
gradient play an important role to determine the diversity of
species. The phylogenetic trees emphasize the lineage and
origin of species, reflects that Indian species is primitive and
their origin wander to south-east Asian countries and this
finding agree with the results of previous molecular and
morphological phylogenies (Anbalagan et al., 2017).
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